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 The 80/20 rule is a health philosophy that
allows you to have your cake and not feel bad
about it too. 
 It's rooted in balance, and isn't so much a diet as
it is a state of mind. Accept you cannot be perfect
every minute of every day. Choose your moments.
 The 80 represents days where you hit your
goals. You get your steps, eat your greens, and do
that mediation. But maybe the next day, you have
cake with lunch. Or you skip your workout and
watch a movie instead. 
 Because you allowed yourself small treats, you're
fueled up and excited to pursue your Pilates class
tomorrow or try that new salad place next door.
The 80/20 rule prevents burnout, because you
aren't over restricting yourself. You're teaching
your body to listen to itself and know when it's
time to push, and when it's time to chill.
 It's important to remember this mindset during
the holidays. This is a time to enjoy family,
comfort and joy. You don't need to earn a cookie,
or punish yourself for a second plate. Just choose
healthy 80% of the time and it will balance out!
 

LAST MINUTE INVITE? NO PROBLEM!  The sunshine is a crucial
ingredient to our mental and
physical wellbeing.
 But when the weather outside
is frightful, sometimes it can be
hard to feel delightful.
 This winter, prioritize outside
time. Even if it's a drive in your
car with the heat on, it's
important to absorb the
sunshine and get out and about. 
 Aim for 2 outside walks a week.
Or drink your coffee on the
porch a few times a week! 
 Whatever it takes. It'll work
wonders for your mental health
to incorporate winter sun time.

These saltine toffee bars are fool proof & have
endless decoration possibilities!
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ENJOYING THE HOLIDAYS WITH THE 80/20

You'll need: saltine crackers, 1 cup unsalted
butter, 2 cups brown sugar, 1/4 tsp salt, 2
cups chocolate chips, & your fave toppings!
Set the oven to 350. Line a sheet pan with foil, then
a layer of the saltine crackers. In a pot over
medium heat, combine the sugar, salt, and butter
until boil. Let it boil for 3 minutes while stirring.
Spread the toffee evenly over the crackers and
bake 8-10 minutes until golden. Decorate & enjoy!


